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NONLINEAR INTEGER PROGRAMMING AND GLOBALOPTIMIZATION�1)Lian-sheng Zhang Feng Gao Wen-xing Zhu(Department of Mathematis, Shanghai University Jiading CampusShanghai 201800, China)AbstratVarious approahes have been developed for solving a variety of ontinuousglobal optimization problems. But up to now, less work has been devoted to solvingnonlinear integer programming problems due to the inherent diÆulty. This papermanages to transform the general nonlinear integer programming problem into an\equivalent" speial ontinuous global minimization problem. Thus any e�etiveglobal optimization algorithm an be used to solve nonlinear integer programmingproblems. This result will also promote the researh on global optimization. Wepresent an interval Branh-and-Bound algorithm. Numerial experiments showthat this approah is eÆient.Key words: Integer programming, Global minimization problem, Branh-boundalgorithm. 1. IntrodutionAlthough the general linear integer programming problem is NP-hard, muh workhas been devoted to it (See Numhauser and Wolsey [1988℄, Shrijver [1986℄). Thesolution methods inlude the utting plane, the Branh-and-Bound, the dynami pro-gramming methods et.. However, the general nonlinear integer programming problemis diÆult to solve. Garey and Johnson [1979℄ pointed out that the integer programmingover Rn with a linear objetive funtion and quadrati onstraints is undeidable. So ifa nonlinear integer programming problem is handled, it is always solved over a boundedbox. Due to the inherent diÆulty of nonlinear integer programming, less work has beendone (see e.g. Benson, Erengu and Horst [1990℄, Chihinadze [1991℄). But during thepast 30 years, various approahes have been developed to onstrut algorithms for avariety of ontinuous global optimization problems (for detail, see Rinooy kan and Tim-mer [1988℄). In this paper, we transform the general nonlinear integer programmingproblem into an \equivalent" speial ontinuous global minimization problem whih anbe solved by any one of e�etive global optimization algorithms. So it is a reasonableway to handle nonlinear integer programming problems. The involved funtions of theonsidered nonlinear integer programming problem are only required to be Lipshitz� Reeived May 24, 1996.1)The researh was supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China.



180 L.S. ZHANG, F. GAO AND W.X. ZHUontinuous or ontinuous. Hene this result is a generalization of Ge [1989℄, where theinvolved funtions are assumed to be twie ontinuously di�erentiable. Moreover, ourproof is simple. We present an interval Branh-and-Bound algorithm for the speialontinuous global optimization problem. Lower bounds are alulated by the rules ofinterval analysis (Ratshek and Rokne [1988℄). Methods for loal optimal solutions anbe inorporated into the Branh-and-Bound sheme to �nd better inumbent solutions.At last, numerial experiments are presented to show that this approah is eÆient.2. Unonstrained CaseConsider the following problem(UP )I ( min f(x)s.t. x 2 XI ;where f(x) : Rn ! R is a Lipshitz funtion with Lipshitz onstant L over a set X,here X � Rn is a bounded losed box whose verties all are integral latties, XI is theset of integer points in X.A ontinuous global optimization problem orresponding to (UP )I is(UP�) 8><>: min f(x) + � nXi=1 j sin�xij; x = (x1; � � � ; xn)T ;s.t. x 2 X:For developing the relationship between problems (UP )I and (UP�), we need thefollowing lemmas.Lemma 2.1. j sinxj = sinx � 2�x; if 0 � x � �2j sinxj = sinx � 2� j� � xj; if �2 � x � �:Proof. Construt a line through points (0; 0), (�=2; 1) and a line through points(�=2; 1), (�; 0). Their equations are y = 2�x;y = 2� (� � x):Sine sinx is onave over [0; �℄, and sin 0 = 0;sin �2 = 1;sin� = 0;


